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Magnetics based flow detection can enable several improvements in cytometrybased analyses. Magnetic detectors are extremely small (tens of micrometers) and rugged,
representing an intriguing opportunity to reduce the size and complexity of cytometers for
field-deployment. The small footprint also points to the potential to create highly multiplexed
systems with hundreds of parallel channels and dramatically increase sample throughput.
These attributes serve as the motivation for the presented work.
As a basic proof of principle, microelectromagnets and magnetoresistive detectors
have been used to manipulate and detect single flowing magnetic microbeads in microfluidic
channels. Furthermore, magnetic modeling has been performed to predict the strength of
magnetic signals that would be generated by magnetically labeled cells. The modeling
includes label sizes ranging from 200 nm to 1 µm in diameter, and surface coverage ranging
from just one label on a cell to fully coated cells. Model results predict that a cell covered with
20 beads (1 micron diameter) can be easily detected by the magnetoresistive sensor as long as
the target passes within 2 microns from the sensor.
Magnetic label manipulation has been performed using integrated
microelectromagnets in the form of wires embedded beneath microfluidic channels. The
direction and magnitude of magnetic forces have been thoroughly modeled, as well as the
resulting label and labeled cell velocities across a flow stream. Based on the ability to focus
and detect magnetically labeled cells in a flow stream, a cell detector chip has been designed
and fabricated, and will be tested upon completion of the multi-step fabrication process.
Presented here are the fundamental design concepts of the magnetic flow cytometer,
experimental data to support the expected flow and counting rates, and an indication of the
breadth of applications that can be addressed.

Long-term Motivation: High performance
consumer-oriented diagnostics
•Create lightweight / handheld, rugged, inexpensive, rapid
assays.
•They should be: highly sensitive and specific, multi-functional,
fool-proof.
•Readers, sensors, and fluidics must be mass-manufacturable.
•Shrink clinical or diagnostic laboratory setup onto a Si-type chip
•Point-of-Care, Point-of-Use applications
•Incorporate MEMS and microfluidics.
•Make technology available to: soldiers in field, security workers,
eventually consumers
•Not yet a commercial reality
“Each person should be able to manage their own health.”

Magnetic Flow Cytometer

•Counts cells in a continuously flowing system

•Usually needs to discriminate between various cell types
(e.g. all healthy cells vs. cancerous cells)
Magnetic sensors and actuators can
potentially compliment or even replace
optical and electrostatic technologies in
cytometers. Magnetic beads have long been
used to capture and concentrate dilute
analytes and cells. This magnetic sorting
technology has yet to be fully integrated into
microfluidic systems. And the ability to
detect single magnetic beads on magnetic
sensor chips opens up many exciting
possibilities in truly chip-scale detection
applications. Results here are proof-ofprinciple demonstrations of on-chip
detection and manipulation that suggest the
feasibility of integrated detection of
magnetically labeled cells.

1. ISOLATE cells of interest
with magnetic labels
2. IDENTIFY them
3. DIRECT them to detector
with magnetic / fluidic
forces
4. COUNT the cells in flow
with a Giant
Magnetoresistive (GMR)
detector

Magnetic Cell Isolation (Generic):
Adapt concept to a microfluidic system
1) Add special
magnetic
particles to
container

2) Allow
specific
binding of
labels to cell

3) Use
magnet to
attract cells
to corner

4) Dump
out waste
•Repeat as
needed

How long to attract furthest particle?
Because the characteristic time is so much smaller than the total travel time of the
particle [overdamped], one can basically say that the particle trajectory follows the
magnetic lines of force.
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For a given Fmag, (Initial Fmag ~ 9 picoN)
one can calculate:
“terminal velocity”: Early Vterm ~ 1100 µm/sec
“characteristic time”: tchar. = 87 nsec
Max travel time = 0.03 sec.
a: particle diameter = 1 micron
n: viscosity (water)
m: particle mass
Fmag: Force in channel cross-section
due to Hwire and Hexternal
v: velocity
t: time

Two-way Diverter Design
Top view

X-section

• A uniform external
field magnetizes
particles
• Current lines induce
field gradients of
102-103 T/m
• Resulting force
diverts particles to a
desired channel

Magnetophoretic Sorting Demonstration
Magnetic particles reach a cross-channel terminal velocity of about 100 µ
m/s in about 100 ns (assume 1 µm diameter, χ=0.18)

Top Views

Flow

Flow

Elec. current

Bangs Labs, 28%
magnetite, 1
µm
Flow rate: 6
nL/min
85% of the beads
in desired
channel,
design
improvements
should
increase this.

Elec. current
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Flow detection proof-of-concept

In an earlier demonstration, the feasibility of detection of magnetically
labeled cells using an on-chip Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) magnetic
sensor was performed by detecting a non-biological surrogate cell. Plugs
of ferrofluid were created in a microfluidic flowstream that passed over a
magnetic detector. Single 4.5 micron beads were also detected in flow.
4.5 micron bead flowing over sensors
Photo of
PDMS cover
over chip

Perfluorodecalin (PFD) oil
Aqueous
ferrofluid with
fluorescein
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Picodroplet Detection

Resistance ∝ R0 + sinθ

Signal is resistance difference
θ
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Four GMR resistors
make up the
integrated flow
detector
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Plug dimensions:
13 mm wide 18
mm deep 85 mm
long

GMR Magnetic
detectors
GND

•Two GMR detectors
separated by 100 mm
•Detectors ~ 4 mm wide
•Plug volume ~20
picoliters
•Plugs fill the entire
microfluidic channel
cross section

Ferrofluid composition:
FerroTec 307 10nm Co
particles, 1.2% magnetite
v/v

Photomicrograph of sensors prior to plug flow

Fluorescence
image of plugs in
channel flowing
over the GMR
sensors
Excitation field 15 Oe
Flow rate 250 nL/min

Flow Detection:
Data vs. Model

Effective GMR
sensor area

Happlied = 15 Oersted
X direction,

Flow sensor Voltage vs. Time

|| GMR sense axis,
|| direction of flow

Magnetic field model of
ferrofluid plug

Velocity determined by
cross-correlating the
signals from two bridges

Predicted Volts vs. time based
on magnetic field model

Model data from cell covered by
hypothetical
“shell”
of
magnetic
labels
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of detection of magnetically labeled cells using an on-

chip Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) magnetic sensor, a non-biological surrogate cell has been
created. Plugs of ferrofluid have been created in a microfluidic flowstream that passes over a
magnetic detector. These results show that the detection challenges of the integrated
magnetic cytometer are technically manageable.

Hx component, 2 µm below the
200 nm shell

•FEMLAB package
•Protozoan cell 8x6x6 µm
•48 1-µm spheres, χ=0.3
(Dynal MyOneTM)
•Homogeneous 1-µm shell,
χ=0.18
•Homogeneous 200-nm
shell, χ=0.2 (Micromod
nanomag-D, χ=2)

To
sensor

Single-Wire Magnetic Director Design:
Buried
magnetics
to
bottom
wires
Top
view

CrossSection
Views

Magnetic objects
are drawn to the
bottom of the flow
channel by
magnetic forces
Hext applied by an
attracting wire.
Electrical Once the objects
current are at the bottom,
they can be easily
detected.
Flow

Channel:
400 mm
long

50 mm wide channel

Downstream

Upstream

x

µfluidic
channel wall

Current into plane
(10 mA typical)
1 mm x 1 mm wire under
channel center

Design of cell sorter, director, and detector

Hext

Redirect
Split

~2.0 µ m x 30 µ m
GMR resistor

Discriminate

~10 µ m
sensing part
of GMR
resistor

Gather

~10 µ m overlap
of GMR with
Cu wire
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Magnetic Microchip Fabrication
Cross Section Diagram
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